We present here a study about the stability of Ion-Temperature-Gradient drift turbulence in the Quasi-Single-Helicity regime of RFX-mod Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) using the TRB fluid electrostatic turbulence code. Our results suggest that present-days RFP plasmas are marginally stable against this kind of turbulence. The onset of the instability may be envisaged for close future regimes, in the presence of hotter plasmas with sharper internal transport barriers.
Introduction
Present-days Reversed Field Pinches (RFPs), thanks to sensible improvements in the feedback control of the magnetic boundaries, are noticeably less prone to largescale magnetic chaos. The current paradigm for them is the Quasi-Single-Helicity (QSH) configuration, in which the total magnetic field is made of an axisymmetric component plus just one single helical mode, with poloidal number m = 1 and toroidal number n *  2(Major radius)/(Minor radius) (plus, of course, its harmonics); the presence of at least one non axisymmetric mode being required by physical constraints (the RFP counterpart of Cowling's theorem). Chaotic wandering of magnetic field lines in the core is suppressed, and a region of quite well-preserved magnetic surfaces emerges. As a consequence, fast radial transport due to parallel motion along magnetic field lines is strongly abated and a hot central region is observed, particularly evident in high-current experiments [1] . Two categories of helical states are observed, depending on the relative amplitude of the dominant mode normalized to axisymmetric component: (I) at relatively small amplitudes, the axysimmetric magnetic axis and the secondary magnetic axis coexist. The helical structure is bounded by a magnetic separatrix. In these cases, a localized temperature peak appears, associated with the magnetic island and of moderate extent (10-20% of the major diameter); (II) When the dominant mode grows up to the point where its axis becomes the main magnetic axis (about 4% of the edge magnetic field), the original symmetric magnetic axis ceases to exist. The high-temperature region is now considerably widened 1 . These helical states (dubbed SHAx, for Single Helical Axis) are expected to be resilient to the remaining magnetic chaos, and therefore particularly appealing for confinement [3] . Due to their intrinsic importance and since these states appear naturally at high current operations, which are the operating conditions of greater interest, we will refer only to SHAx's in the rest of the paper.
The mitigation of magnetic chaos opens the way for other physics to be observable and maybe become even dominant. In particular, the existence of strong gradients at the boundaries of the warmer region may trigger drift instabilities which act as damping mechanisms to further increase of T. In Tokamaks, one of the most important core drift instabilities is the Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) mode. In this work we will carry out an analysis for such instability in RFX-mod device, currently the largest RFP experiment worldwide (minor radius 0.46 m, major radius 2 m, maximum plasma current 2 MA) [4] , and the only one-up to date-where SHAx states have been observed.
An earlier gyrokinetic semi-analytical study provided evidence that the RFP is-by virtue of its short connection length-fairly resilient to ITGs but that-on the other hand-once triggered, these modes might have fairly large growth rates because of the strong magnetic curvature drift [5] . Present-days RFPs are thought to operate mostly away from the onset of instability, but in SHAx discharges featuring a particularly relevant increase of the central temperature, the interface zone between the warm core and the colder edge could actually be close to marginal stability.
Due to the traditional dominance of large-scale instabilities in RFP research, there is not abundancy of tools designed for studying microinstabilities. As far as RFX-mod is concerned, two pre-existing codes have been adapted to deal with the peculiarities of the RFP geometry. One is GS2: a powerful gyrokinetic code for the study of lowfrequency modes [6] . The second, of relevance here, is the fluid code TRB, developed to handle with electrostatic drift instabilities in Tokamak geometries [7] . Both codes come with advantages and disadvantages, depending upon the exact target addressed.
GS2, accounting for kinetic as well as electromagnetic effects, provides more precise calculations. On the other hand, the computational burden is such to limit the use of the code both spatially (GS2 works in flux-tube geometry) and temporally. [10] . In TRB the Hammett-Perkins closure may be turned on or off at will. We will verify, by artificially removing these terms, that instability actually sets in in otherwise stable cases.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section a brief description of the code as implemented for RFX-mod geometry is provided. Then, a selected scan of linear growth rates calculations over some scenarios close to experimental ones will be presented. The aim of this part is essentially to establish consistent conclusions between our results, GS2' and Guo' s ones. i.e., that ITG modes are stable in presentdays RFX-mod discharges, although only marginally so in some scenarios. A selected number of cases-of direct relevance for current operating conditions-has been modelled: GS2 turns out to be a more convenient tool if extensive parametric scans are sought [11] . We will be then concerned with addressing the already-mentioned relevance of the LD in establishing the stability of the ITG modes in RFPs. The concluding section summarizes the results as well as provides some discussion concerning the possible role of residual magnetic effects.
The TRB code and its adaptation to RFP
The TRB code, in the version herein adopted, and for the moment excluding the Hammett-Perkins contribution mentioned before, tracks in cylindrical geometry the 3-dimensional dynamics of five fluid quantities: 
where n e , p e,i , , u || are respectively the electron density, the electron (ion) pressure, the electrostatic potential and the fluid velocity parallel to the magnetic field;  the 
, where D is an artificial diffusivity, introduced both for numerical stability purposes and for modelling background effects (such as collisional effects). Ordinarily, the main scope of D is for avoiding numerical instabilities, and thus is set to very low values: we made selected runs to test the stability of the results against variations, both in value and spatially, of this parameter: our results were insensitive to the changes. All quantities are gyroBohm-normalized (see [7] for a list of normalizations). The symbols di dte   , stand for two differential operators, respectively the electron precession drift and the ion magnetic drift. The former writes [13] 
where s is the magnetic shear, q the safety factor, r the radius,  the inverse aspect ratio,  the ion Larmor radius,  the toroidal angle The definition of s needs to be changed with respect to the standard textbook formula, valid for tokamak geometries,
, which diverges at the reversal surface. A practical adaption to RFPs [5] turns out to be
The di  operator is to be modified when going from tokamak to RFP configuration, since in the latter devices toroidal effects still exist, but are smaller approximately by a factor . The operator di  is made of two parts:
. The former term accounts for variations of |B|, the latter for changes in its direction.
The two magnetic drift terms above are defined, when applied to an arbitrary function
The equilibium field is written as
In the RFP ordering, the poloidal and toroidal components of the magnetic field must be taken as comparable:
. After some manipulations, one writes to leading
Where B 0 is the value of the field at the core, the prime stands for radial derivative. TRB code has been extensively used and tested along years-with success, but in contexts different from ours. It is important therefore to perform comparisons with other approaches whenever possible. The benchmarking between different codes represents a single step within the much broader issue of code validation, which has acquired considerable importance lately. At this stage, we just mention that a few tests run over quite a common set of plasma parameters were performed between TRB and GS2 (GS2, too, was adjusted for RFP geometry, of course). A satisfactory agreement, in term of close guesses for the critical temperature length, was found.
Selected results
The ITG instability has a threshold behaviour, parameterized by the characteristic temperature length scale . It is not the aim of this paper to present a full scan over these parameters, which is covered by the companion work [11] . Our scope is to restrict to a rather limited set close to realistic values or to values that could become realistic in the near future if the current trend of performance increasing should continue.
Thus, the first step is assessing what the most important parameters for the scan are. In RFX-mod, density profiles are usually fairly flat or even slightly hollow, since particle fuelling occurs only at the edge through desorption from the walls.
Hence, from now on, we will keep density profile fixed and flat ) (
Conversely, heating is just ohmic and hence heat source is spred everywhere. Electron temperature is routinely measured through RFX-mod Thomson scattering [14] . The relevant quantity to our purposes is the ion temperature, which is not-to datemeasured on RFX-mod. There exists, though, indirect evidence from spectroscopic Doppler measurements of the temperature of partially ionized impurities, suggesting a likely value of the ratio: [4] . No direct measurements of the magnetic shear exist in RFX-mod as well. The profiles of q and s are reconstructed from numerical models for equilibrium profile, and hence subject to some uncertainty: see [15] for an example of the reconstruction of the profile of q. In the following we will use a simple second-order polynomial for q, as shown in Fig. (1) . In conclusion, the temperature profile, and hence L T -although with the above caveat concerning the uncertainties about it-still remains the most convenient parameter upon which performing a scan, in particular in view of the fact that temperature is the most natural variable quantifying machine performances. In Fig. (3) , we give additional evidence in favour of the ITG character of the unstable modes shown in Fig. (2) . Fig. 3 . Typical mode rotation frequency for the cases displayed in fig. (2) . The positive sign means directed along the ion diamagnetic direction, the expected direction of propagation for ITGs.
How does our result compare against experiment ? We have attempted to provide a rough answer to this question, by taking advantage of the several SHAx temperature profiles published in Bonomo et al [17] . The logarithmic length scale has been evaluated very roughly from published figures as
, where T high is the temperature measured at the edge of the high-temperature SHAx region, T low the temperature at the foot of the linear slope region (in all cases the outboard semiaxis has been considered), and x in,out the corresponding radii. Here, we are still dealing with electron temperature, while we recalled earlier that ion temperature is likely a factor at least 80% lower in the core.
Nearer to the edge, on the other hand, due to higher collisionality, the ratio T i /T e should be closer to unity. As a further exercise, therefore, we recomputed the same (exp) T L , but with reduced T high : T high  T high × 0.8, whereas left fixed T low . Results are summarized in Table 1 . Table 1 . Middle column, electron temperature logarithmic length scale for the shots listed on the left column. Right column, the same quantity evaluated using -rescaled‖ temperature, to account for ionic profiles, as explained in the text. For completeness, although it should be of no relevance in the present context, we mention that discharges 23977 and 23912 featured OPCD.
The likely logarithmic length scale is larger than the critical one, hence this analysis suggests that present-days RFX-mod profiles are sub-critical-and hence stable-to ITG modes. The exact distance from criticality, quantified as
unknown but it is not likely to be large: less than 30% according to table 1, in the most -favourable‖ case. It cannot be therefore discarded the possibility that supercritical situations be transiently and locally attained, in consequence of large temperature fluctuations. .
On the effect of Landau Damping
In this section we turn to address briefly the intertwining between LD and the magnetic structure 2 . We propose a comparison of growth rates with-and-without the LD effect. Two choices for the safety factor are compared: one -RFP-like‖, with q small (<<1) and monotonously decreasing, and another -tokamak-like‖, with q > 1 and increasing (see Fig. 4 ). Temperature profile is shown in the same figure, while density is held flat. We have chosen a case that-in the RFP configuration-is ITG-unstable even with LD turned on, in order to assess the degree of stabilization brought by the mechanism.
Indeed, see 
Final discussion
TRB simulations point it out that, due to kinetic effects, present-days RFX-mod temperature profiles are stable to ITG turbulence, not dramatically far from marginal stability though. ITG turbulence might thus become an issue in the future should current improvements towards the buildup of stronger and sharper internal transport barriers continue.
Our results, together with earlier gyrokinetic approaches, papers [5, 11] , form a consistent body of evidence 3 . We think that this concurring approach (kind-of benchmarking) be quite valuable in the light of the present-days interest towards the broader issue of code validation [19] . Finally, as an important aside, consistency of our findings with those from gyrokinetic codes strengthens the confidence in the 3 We mention also one recent study that tackles this subject with even more detail, through a kinetic integral approach with consideration of finite Larmor radius effects [18] .
effects into fluid formulations.
We have not here treated the Trapped Electron Modes, that develop at the same range of wavelengths as ITGs and are therefore commonly treated on equal footing. Studies on this instability are still quite preliminary and will be presented in further publications; first results but suggest that these modes could be relevant in RFPs in some peaked-density scenarios [20] .
An issue that has been deliberately postponed up to this point concerns the coexistence and the possible mutual interactions of electrostatic and magnetic effects.
From the one hand, magnetic effects may act addictively, triggering further instabilities. This turns out to be important in connection with the question: What does limit the growth of core temperature and related gradients in the absence of ITG/TEM turbulence? We remind that there is wide consensus about a severe reduction of magnetic chaos within the investigated region. However, some residual magnetic turbulence may still survive. It may come from large-scale MHD tearing modes, but a promising line of investigation concerns the possible role of microscopic electromagnetic modes: microtearing modes. A study is currently being carried out using GS2 about their linear stability, and its results suggest quite convincingly that, under ordinary SHAx conditions, microtearing modes are indeed unstable. One point that needs clarification is the level of transport that they may drive; however, quasilinear estimates suggest that the order of magnitude is the right one to match powerbalance estimates [21] . Thus, it may be that ultimately (at least part of) the needed transport is provided by tearing turbulence-both large-and small-scale.
On a different aside, the coupling between the scalar potential and the vector potential-may potentially modify the nature of otherwise purely electrostatic modes:
in the presence of both a scalar potential perturbation  and a magnetic vector potential A || , the full potential exerted on particles is ' =  -v×A || . This kind of coupling is commonly neglected in Tokamaks and-of course-it could not a priori be accounted for in the present study, since TRB can deal only fluid electrostatic fluctuations. Investigations using GS2 are presently being planned. 
